Calibration of a Background Oriented Schlieren (BOS) Set-up

DAVID PORTA, CARLOS ECHEVERRíA, HIROKI CARDOSO, ALEJANDRO AGUAYO, CATALINA STERN, UNAM — We use two materials with different known indexes of refraction to calibrate a Background Oriented Schlieren (BOS) experimental set-up, and to validate the Lorenz-Lorentz equation. BOS is used in our experiments to determine local changes of density in the shock pattern of an axisymmetric supersonic air jet. It is important to validate, in particular, the Gladstone Dale approximation (index of refraction close to one) in our experimental conditions and determine the uncertainty of our density measurements. In some cases, the index of refraction of the material is well known, but in others the density is measured and related to the displacement field.
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